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Friday, April1, 11166
NEW MEXICO LOBO
Page 4,

UNM Boll Squad
Storts WAC Ploy

NEWS ROUNDUP

welfare §tate policies at home,
(Continued from :pnge 1)
possibly including the renationaldon, Conservative Party Chair- i~ation of the steel industry.
n1an Edward Ou Cann conceded
The Lobos move into the West·
defeat. Results showed a swing of
ern
Athletic Confe-,:ep.ce baseball
fout per cent in popplar votes in
schedule
this weekend the hard
favor of Labor, compared with
way-witb
three games with the
the 1964 election period.
The a:nnual Easter Egg Runt defending national champion, ,AriThe expected Labor majority in
Parliament would give Wilson a :for the children of UNM faculty ~ona State University in Tempe.
Coach Bob Leigh's Lobos will
free hand to push ahead with his will be held- on April 9, 1966. It
policies based on close friendship will begin at 2 p.m. and will take play a single game today ;i\nd a
twin bill tomorrow to clo!!e out
with the United States, support of
place on President Popejoy's luwn. the series. The Sun Devils po~>ted
American action in VietNam, and
All ~hildren are welcome and re- a 54-8 season in :1965 and defeatel].
coopel·ation with Washington in
freshments will be served. The Ohio State, 2-1, in the final game
NATO. The si;,:e of the. sweep has
children are asked to bring their of the college world series in
also opened the way for Wiison
Omaha, Neb.
own Eester baskets.
In the si}l: game series last seato press ahead with socialistic and
son the Lobos were only able to
win one game, 12-11, in Albuquerque. Since 1959, New Mexico
has won but two of the 20 games
played between the Lobos and the
Sun Oevils.
New Mexico takes a 9-5 record
to Tempe after defeating the Univer~>ity of Albuquerque here Tuesday, 10-5. The Lobos collected nine
hits of!' .of four U of A hurlers as
righthander Ralph Sallee notched
his third win against a single loss.
Leigh will send senior Jim Kalk
to the n1ound for the single game
Friday. Kalk, with a 1-0 record,
has an ERA of 1.28 and has
worked 14 innings. Saturday
NOW SERVING DINNER
Sophomore Bob McAulay (3-1)
will
get the :nod in the opener
6:30 PM-9:00 PM
with Boll Posen (2-2) or Sallee
NIGHTLY
the choice i nthe nightcap. Me·
the
choice in the nightcap. MeCHAR-BROILED STEAKS
outs with 45 and has a 2.30 ERA.
OUR SPECIALTY
Lefthander Dave Chase leads
the Lobos in hitting after 14
games with a .418 mark plus lead·
ing the Lobos in triple~> (6) and
RBI1s with 18. Rounding out the
THREE SHOWS NIGHTLY
.300 hitters are catcher .Jim Pap·
8:00 PM
9:30 PM
11:00 PM
pan (.385), infieldel' Scott Chil·
dress (.350) and outfieder Ron
FEATURING
Bunt (.346).
BURT SMITH
In the RBI race centerfielder
Mark Johnson is second with 11
to
his credit while Pappan and
DAN McCORMICK
Paul LaPrairie each have been
109 YALE S.E.
credited with 8.
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Exhibition of Wood E'ngr<:~vings
by

Winslow Homer

March 16
Apri19

la PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.

Easter- Fashions
with a flair
Dresses, Coats, Suits
and Accessories

Woodruff-ffulian
2904 Central, SE
Free Parking-Rear Entrance
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film Classics ·

Ho\d your cool with Hamm·a

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts

"Ar:!lenic and Old Lace," movie
coneerning murder in Brooklyn,
will be pre~>ented twice Friday,
April 1, by the Film Classics
series.
Starting Cary Grant and Raymond Massey, the film is scheduled at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Union Theatre. Another epic in
the Capt. Video and his Rangers
serial will also be shown.

"lHE MIGHTY MIDGET"
THr WAliT Atl
Will Do 1h• Job lo• Yo•

Dl.~l
::ll

CLASSIFlEI) ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., Ufie....-4 timeS, $2.QO. Insertions
must be submitt~ bY noon ott dny bc!ore
publiontiott to Room 159, Student Publica•
tions !Juildlng. Phone 277·4002 or 217-4102,

FOR SALE
R'E!AL abnrp :Motorcycle, 1!16G OucaU Fnl•
con sOce. Iluddy seat, Jontbor saddln bags,
1400 miles. New cost $325, Sacrifice for

$105. Phone 25G-21US or 296·2778. 3/31,

4/1.
SERVICES
TYl'EWitiTElt ""let! & repair. Special
rat..s to UN:M students on all maohin..s.
~·rce pickup & deliv~ry. E & E 'l'YPC•
writer Scr'\'iee. 2217 Cdal SE, ]>hone
243-0588.

Get your order in for one or more of these
\,

all-cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts available in
either long ot short sleeves. ,3 designs to choose
froM.

Delivery within 1() doyt.

$3.50 ea.
or 2 for
$6.00

Order froM: LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA,
c/o Chrlsy Meares, 4608 Hannett NE, Albuquerque,
lndlcatl! design S. site (M,L,Xl) Include payment with order.

l'J':RSONALtZJ':D tone! crcativ<l nlt.rntions
and t.styling. Sewing an<l mending, Mra.
Hover, 207 S!tlnfotd SE (cl011e to Uni•
versity), phone 242·7633.
pi'JRSONALS
Fl.YING students check our 2\cW lower
rntc!l. Ask about the SG.OO itttroductory
ofl'er. ManY additional features at no
extra coot. Call S<luthwcstern SkywnY•·
FitiST ANNlVERSAR'Ir SALE
GRESHAM'S HOUSE OF HALLMARK,
3501 Lomru< NE. HALLMARK Ch~iobltM
Greeting cards, Rellginus & Dox Card~,
Gift Wrall & numerous other items. Fri•
daY April 1st & Sat. Al!ril Znd only.
3/30, 31, 4/1.
.
LOST & FOUND
MlNK..dyed tnti!lkrnt $!ole lost llt Jllngl•
neer's Ball. Mn!l have been pick~ up bY
mio!tlkc oo similar l!tolc Wnll lett ooblnd.
l'lcasc Mil S:viVIn Taylor, 243·4954 after
~ p;m. 3/30, 31, 4/1, 4.
..
llE,l,l' WAN'l'EO
NEWS photol!raphor wanted for N~W
:Mellico LOBO. Monthly salarY piU• $2.00
pet phol<> used, :Must be eble to develop

own

work~

Plan to Investigate
Voice· is Blocked

motion on the question of the
procedure Voice followed in picking their slate of candidates. They
contended the procedure was i.1~' ~.
Collegiate Press Service
violation of the charter granted
Students worried nbout passing
by ~>tudent government which as a
an exam can usually find previous
constitution implies that the :nomtests or :former students to tutor
inations will be made by a nomthem through the mysteries of
inating convention.
English Lit or History U-A. Now
The plaintiffs charged that if
they can apply the same methods
Voice were violating its constituto the draft deferment test, com•
tion by having a nominating coming up in May.
mittee pick the party's nominees,
Barron'~>, a company dealing in
-it was violating its charter and
course outlines and sample test
contract with the student body,
question~>, bas just issued "How
student government, and the
to Prepare for the Student Draft
UNM administration.
Oeferment Test'' with "all the
Entering in a Contraet
facts you need to help you score
They
contended that by being
higher.'' Based on the previoll!l
chartered,
the Voice of Students
Korean War te!lts and ~>tandard
was
essentially
entering into a
aptitude tests, the "cram sheet''
contract
with
the
bodies listed
offers complete verbal and matheabove to operate according to
matical exercises a!! sample tests.
their regulations as proscribed
Was Tutoring
by their own constitution.
New York University is offerThe case centered around the
ing a tutoring program to help
decision of the Voice Party not
li~ral arts majors prepare for
to hold a nominating convention
the: . algebra and trigonometry
this year. Party officials said that
questions. Clifford Tisser, , Techbecause of the nearness of stunology Council vice president, is
dent elections, April 22, that they
UNM POLEVAULTER DEAN
basing the program on previous
didn't have time to hold a regular
test
questions
released
by
the
at clearing 15 feet in Saturday's meet against Colorad~t- Strong
nominating convention. Instead,
New
.York
Journal
American.
Dan
H.
Oennison,
a
junior
£rom
winds hindered better vaulting. (Photo by KendalL)
The Selective Service in Wash- Chula Vista, Calif., has been they announced that the nominaington, meanwhile, announced the nominated as the Voice of Stu- tions committee which in the past
standards :for those who do not dent's Party candidate for Presi- only made nominations as suggestions to the nominating comtake the test will be the same as dent of the Associated Students.
those used in granting Korean
Voice bas also nominated Jim mittee.
The procedure of nominating
M. McAdam~>, also a junior, to
War deferments.
To qualify for a 2-S classifica- serve as candidate for Vice Presi- isn't clearly outlined in their constitution, the plaintiff!!, Rinn and
tion, a student must have been dent of Student Government.
Janason, said. They argued it was
accepted for the next term and
Is Treasurer ~ow
COLU:MBUS, Ohio (CPS)- stand in the upper half of his
Dennison who is an independ- implied, that the nominating con·
Commissioner Gordon of Gotham class of freshmen, tbe. '1ppeT t.wn~ ent bas ·been. a.ctl.'i7e in donn af• vent\oll WI!.& the e&!li>ntial organ
By CHUCK LA:NIElt
City enn t::t!'.J:.:Ot :ell »at>r~ to thirds of his sophomo~ class ot fairs and .h11s held numerous lead· ·in the nominating procedure.
Student Court during dellberl\;'.UNM gymnastiea coach, George solve their problems-but Ohio th~J. upper tbr~-:1'ourths of his ership positions on campus. He is
tions
said that they would like·
State
Univeraity1
Gilmore, will leave at the· end of
junior class•. Graduate students treasurer of the present Stvdent
to see if the by-laws of that orApparantly 32 students figured must have ranked in the upper Council.
this semester to take up a similar
half the Dynamic Duo was what three-fourths of their senior elass.
position with Toledo. ' ·
McAdams is a member of Sigma ganization could clear it up but
they
needed
as
Student
Body
70 Is Minimum
·
His leaving is not because of
Alpha Epsilon and is also a mem- later party member Tom Horn
President
next
year.
They
voted
Undergraduates who take the ber of this years Student Council. stated that Voice bad no by-law11.
the recent failure of two of his
Plaintiff's Lost
gymnasts to go to the NCAA na· for him in protest to the "un· test can plan fol' another studentVoice also nominated Tont
tional meet at Penn State, as was opposed" legitimate eandiate.
oriented year with a score ()f 70 Joule, a fre~>hman transfer form
Court said they decided against
Setting the style in the write-in of better. It takes a score of 80 Regis College in Denver to be the plaintiffs because they weren't
reported by a downtown paper.
election, Batman ran ahead of for a graduate student to breathe their candidate for National Stu- members of Voice. The plaintiffs
Working on Doctorate
such stalwarts as the Dean of
dents Association coordinator for contended that though they were
Gilmore said he waa leaving students, the past editor of an easier.
Under these rules, a student UNM. ·
not :tnembets of Voice they were
UNM to continue his work on his OSU publication, Harry TrUman, who qualifies should retain his
The candidates were chosen members of the student body and
doctorate whieh he is not able to King Kong, and a local disc 2-S status as long as he stays form some thirty five applicants would receive jnjury if Voice viodo here.
jockey.
in school and continues to meet who were seeking nomination lated their contract with them by
Maybe with the idea that ex- the standards.
Gymnasts Blaise Blaske and
from the Voice party. The party ignoring their constitution.
Mike Sandry represented UNM at posing llo Chi Minh to tbe Midexecutive committee has been
In ruling that the plaintiffs
the regional NCAA qualification west would solve tbe whole sitmeeting for the last two days in- might have a case for litigation,
meet at Ft. Collin!!, Colorado, and uation, Minh received three votes.
terviewing prospective candidates. Student Court opened the door
won the right to compete in the Close behind (with two votes
for suit against Voice by the
Candidates Listed
national meet at Penn. State Uni· each) were Barry Goldwater
Committee chairman Bill Ma· plaintiffs.
(after all, he's been to the Midversity.
Further aetion on the part of
Student Council is sponsoring a bon listed the following Voice
west •.•), and George Wallace.
the
plaintiffs, .Rinn and Janssdft'
candidates
for
senate:
John
ThorDid Not Have The Money.
Bringing up the rear guard was delegation of six University stu- son, Sam Carne~>, Tom Horn, announced later, would be decided
dents to be sent to the model OrThe reason for the failure of Alfred E. Neuman, naturally.
ganiZation of American States Charles Miller, Cheryl Fossum, only after consulting with the
the two Lobos to go to the meet
conference to be held Apri115·1'1 Lenna Joseph, Coleman Travel· Dean of Students, Dean Lavender.
has been attributed to a lack of
under the direction of Pan-Ameri- stead, Tom Toppino, Richard Bol·
funds to pay their expenses..
ton and Chris Silleroy.
Tryouts for the joint drama and can College, Edinburgh, Tex.
A local papers said that one of
Others listed are: Art Beach,
Applicants
should
have
a
backthe reasons for Gilmore's resigna· music department production of ground or interests in Latin Nita Coester, Pat Oa'l'idson, Jerry
tion were because the failure of Lerner and Loewe's "Brigadoon" American studies and should sub- Reed, Bill Carr, Lenny Melie,
the athletic department to supply will be held Monday, April4, from mit their natne~> to Norman Marin Karen Abrahams, Nooley Rein·
5 to 5:30p.m. and 7 to 11 p.m. in
Chapparal tryouts will be held
necessary f.unds for the trip.
heardt, Sam Bratton, Leroy Brim·
in the offiee of Foreign Studies.
Room
17
of
the
Fine
Arts
Build·
May
6. There will be an orientaDirector ilf athletics, Pete Mc- ing. A very large cast of about
Application deadline is Monday, hall, Bob McGeorge, Marci Bow· tion meeting April 14 at 7:30
David;' said this was not the rea· 30 or 40 people is needed. Pro- April 4. Notification of cho11en man, Patty Holder, Wally Melen• p.m. in the Streetshoe gym, ap·
dres, ~:~nd Jim Leornard.
aon, as did Coach Gilmore.
duction dates will be May 20-24. · delegates will be after April 5.
plications will be handed out at
that time.
To be eligible for trying out
girls must have a 2.' average with
at least 12 hours and the time and
willingness to work.
,A motion for a temporary restraining orde1· to bar the Voice
of Student:> Party from nominating candidates for the spring
elections wall turned down by Stu·
dent Court in a special meeting
yesterday.
The motion was made by Student Court Justice Peter Rinn
and LOBO editor Jim Jansson.
In turning down the requested
restraining order, Student Court
ruled that the plaintiffs didn't
have standing for such an order
but may have a case for litigation.
Standing for a temporary restraining order is usually determined by whether or not the com·
'plaining party wm suffer irrevocable damages lf the order isn't
issued by the Court.
Based on Procedure
Rinn and Jansson based their

Dennison to Heod
Voice Condidotes

•
r h For President
t
.· Gymnos ·IC t,OOC Sfud·enS·
f a·t oh·10
Gilmore Resigning Call for Batman

*

P

Outline Offered
For Droft Exo~s;
Examples Given

Leh~an';;~k~s .hi~~~::;~~~pt-·

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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Easter Egg Hunt

1

This ia a sta11ding ear; It ia "
us·ed when we are in a hurry to
get the paper out and go on vacation.

With many important features of
Royal office typewriters:
•
•
•
•
•

Full·size keyboard With clearly marked conirols
Pleasant, light Royal "touch."
Light, silent carriage movement.
Wide writing line (a full 9").
Roll 'n' Ready Paper Feed - Inserts
paper ready to type.
• MagJell> Meter- to locate margins, center
headings, draw ruled lines.
• 2·color ribbon.

Stop in. Try it. Y ou'lt lil•e it ...
bec,attse it costs so little and does so m1wk!

.

Big Value Regular Price $47.95
OC:IOI:IOOCIIOCIOI:IOOCIOI coupon »Od:c:IOI:I :.:= 1:1 Oc:l ~ Q!D''

BIG VALUE EXTRA BONUS

SAVE 10°/o
With this COUPON
Offer Good April 1-8
;oacoocc:acoo=ad:CC coupon

Jewelry
Depart•enl

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

Council Is Backing
OAS Conference

.

Brigadoon Tryouts

Chapparal Tryouts
To Be Held May 6

Philp and Gattas Tie
for Top Greek Man

The voting for Outstanding
Greek Man of the Year at the
annual Greek Week Banquet :re·
suited in a tie between J. R. Philp
and Ken Gatta!!. Philp is a past
treasurer and president of lFC
and is on the Who's Who List of
UN.M. He is now president of Phi
Delta Theta. Gattas has been
Homecoming chairman and Greek
Week chairman. Ite has also been
president of Pi Kappa Alpha.
The participation award for
Gteek Week wall given to Sigma
Phi :Epsilon. The pledge class
scholarship award, as in the past
three semesters, was given to the
pledge class of Phi Delta The~.
The !lcholarl!hip award was given
to Phi Delta Theta.
,.

Firemen Ordered To Work
court reached its decision, Presi·
WASHINGTON ~ The presi· dent Johnson sent a blunt note
dent of the Firemen's Union or• to .uni ?n bader It. E. Gilbert. It
dered striking members back to · said, in part, "The nation's in·
work yesterday morning just terest and respect for our courts
minutes before he and the union require your immediate compli·
were to have begun paying stag· ance with the Oi~>trict Court or·
der."
gering contempt of court fines.
The chief negotiator for the
The strike by 8,000 firemen
railroads
said, "It will take only
tied up eight major railroads in
a
matter
of hours for the rail·
38 states and cost them an esroads
to
gel;
baek in operation"
timated $20-million. The back to
but
more
than
four hours after
work announcement came from
the
return
to
work order was
Labor SecretatY Willard Wirtz.
given
to
end
the
strike many pic•
He simply declared, "The strike
ket lines were still up.
'is over/'
-()The announcement by Wirtz
Troot~s En.tet Cambodia
came within hours of an appeals
SAIGON - A company of
court decision upholding thousU.S.
cavalry probed more thiln
ands of doltnrs in contempt of
half
a
mile into Cambodia ye~>ter·
court fines against the union and
day
in
search of Viet Cong guer·
its president. Aftet the appeals

By United Press International

u.s.

t•illas. The American tt•oops made
the border crossing after the
Communists shelled an American
command post from the cover o:f
neutral Cambodia.
Jim Nohl, PNM sophomore
Before the border cto~>sing by
·was ehosen King of Hearts at
U.s. forces, American artillery
the annual dance Saturday
fired back across the border with
sponsored by Associated Woma heavy barrage. U..S, fighter
en's Students. Nohl was spon•
planes also 'Pounded a Communist
11ored by Phi Delta Theta frabunker system in the Cambodia
area. The border crossing force . ternity.
First runner up was Mark
was composed of the First BatJohnson, a sophomore. lte was
talion ·of the Twefltb Cavalry
nominated by Signla Alpha Ep·
Regiment. While the probe was
silon fratetnity.
in progress, Viet Cong forces at•
Lanny Rominger, a repre·
tacked (lite of the two 12th cav·
sentative of Coronado dornt,
alry companies flanking the probM
was picked as third runner up •.
ers along the :frontier,
Voting for King of Hearts
The battle took place north of
was
by ticket.
the Ia Dang river about 210
tniles northeast of Saigon.

King of Hearts
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Photos and Story

By
Pete Kendall

Starting with perhaps the most
explosive set of running backs in
. years, the Lobos are due to make
a serious bid to ~·again the WAC
cha1npionship lost last year to
Brigham Young.
The introduction of the !-formation and wide shifting flankel'

uled Teache:l' Interviews which
will be held at the Placement
Center during the mouth of April:
Tt1c1.nncari Public Schools, 1'ucumcad, New Mexico, Thtwsday,
Aprill4, Hl66,
Mol'hn·ty Schools, Moriarty,
Now Mexico, Friday, April 15,
l!HlG.
Pomona Unified School District,
Pomona,
California, Monday,
April 18, 1966,
Stato Department of Education, Honolulu, Hawaii, Monday,
April 25, 1966.
Oakland Public Schools, Oakland, Ca!ifol'llia, Tuesday, April
26, 1906.
Hobbs Municipal Schools, Hobbs,
New Mexico, Thursday, April 28,

''
•

·1960.

'
•

Persons interested in scheduling for any of the above interviews Ol' are interested in furthe1·
information, please stop by the
Placement Center, Building T-10.

•
••

'Pill' Information
Given Out in N.Y.

:
f-<
~

~

•~

.TOE CASAS, ONE of the Lobos top wingbacks, is converged
upon by (1-r) John Pautsch, Harvey Bratcher, and Doug Hendrick.
Coach Ken Blue observes in the background. At right, back-up
quarterback Rick Beitler looks on as regular Doug Hendrick
cranks up his throwing arm in passing drills.

~

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (CPS) The Parents' Aid Club, formed
by a group of Hofstra University
students, has received the appro'l'al of the administration and
student council to distribute birthcontrol information on the Hofstra campus.
Randall Hoffman, dean of students, said, "I think its a good
thing for them to do. Students
need this kind of information and
don't ordinarily get it-either at
home or from us."
·
Has (lualified Speakers
The Parent's Aid Club, an
extracurricular activity, will hold
at least two meetings a month
with "qualified" speakers and
films explaining contraceptive
techniques and the dangers of
overpopulation.
The club was founded by 15
students who had worked with an
off-campus group, the Parent's
Aid Society, which disseminates
the information in poor neighborhoods. The idea for the club came
as the group discussed the effects
of overpopulation on poverty
neighborhoods, and the discussion
turned to the ignorance of college
students on the subject.
Three Proposals
Douglas Wilcox, temporary
chairman, said the club has three
purposes:
-to acquaint students with the
various means of contraception,
"their advisability, relative reliability, and how to get them.''
-to urge students to join and
support educational campaigns.
-to encourage the college to
establish a course on family problems.

·~~~~,~~··~,,-~~~~-~·-······-

WALLY SEIS (54) and Joal :Qennis (76) gp at it during blocking
drills typical of early spring training practice as Coach Glen
Troublefield, George Comeau (72), and Rex Hennington-(74)
look on. Following nearly an entire season's absence caused by
an early leg injury, Seis seems ready for regular line duty next·
fall.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Teacher Interviews UNM Forms Bureau
Planned for April To Bring Speakers
The following is a Jist of sched-

'•'.

.

Monday, ,April 4, 1966

ASSISTANT Coach Ken Blue
directs the Lobo pass defense
drills during spring drills.

Summer Program
Selects T·ra·l.nees

A four-member committee will
A Speakers' Bureau has been · select interns for the 1966 Sumorganized at UNM undel' the di- mer IlJtcrll Program in State
rection of 1\:Iike Laine, director of
alumni relations.
The service, available to any
dub or oi:ganization, will provide
sveakers who are authorities in
theh• speQif\e fields for talks on
topics of general inte1·est. The
Speakers' Bureau asks that a
month's notice be given in arranging for a lecturel'. ln the
case of out-of-town engagements,
travel and accommodations expense arc to be horne by the organization requesting the speaker.

Page3
Governnwnt, 1\:Iarch 31. Winners
will he announced April 1.
The committee by law can
choose no more than 15 for employment under the program.
seventy-sewn applications from
college and university students
·--~

·-·~.-~.~- ---~

have been received. This is the
largest number of applicants
since initiation o:f the intertfuivm·sity program in 1959.
fl·om
The program extends
.June to Scptemher.
.

-·--~-----·--·-~--

-·.
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You Are Invited to the

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

to KNMD

10:30 A.M., APRIL 10
Doors Open at 9:30A.M.

"Present Resurrection"
Dr. G. Lemuel Fenn, preaching
ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

Conducted by:

DIAL 344-3182
Reservations Advisable
Dinner 5:00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

Central Methodist Church
One Block West of the Campus

219 CLAREMONT NW

•.

,,

During Easter
Vacation

"and then I said;
No machine can do my job better!"

~/e&)6,i:e..®
SPEAKERS
from $14.50

SOUND by

)

I

)

'

I

;
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AUOVE, .JIM Wtmn (73) and Joal Dennis (76) make contact
dul'ing one-on-one blocking drills. Webb is one of the Lobos' top
offensive lineman. At right, a host pf white shirted Lobos perform
eonditionillg through-the-shoot blocking drills in order to perfect
timing and blocking angles. ·

~---· .

at the

Listen

Start Your Stereo
Build Your
Speaker Systems

)

----· ------..

Open Friday Nights
Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255·1695

Funny
. how tast sdme jobs can
disappear. Totally. And pennanmtl-v! Tlmtls progress. It brings
probiems. But it also brings opportunities. Xew jobs, new careers for
those with the training to qualify

you can get those skills by re-traming. So don't wait for your present
jo!J to be replaced. Get the fact<> on
re-training now. Visit the local
office of your State Employment
Service

You won't get tomorrow's
jobs with yesterday's skills
To~orrow's jo\Js will be differenJ.

Train now for tomorrow's jobs

They'l1 require different skills. And
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By CARIWL W. CAGLE
Editor-in-Chief ~---------------------------------- James Jansson
Now that student government
Managing Editor ------------·--------·------------- Barbara Warne elections are drawing near, it is
Business Supel'Visor ------------------------------ Richard French timely to undertake an analy:sis
Advertising Manager -------------------------------- Richard Pfaff of the state of the ca1upus, Rather
Morning Editor ------------------------------~------- Bob Storey than deal with specific issues, it
Sports Editor -~---------------------~---------------- Paul Couey is bettet· to note how this election
. St:~ff Writers; Bill Waid, Ann Lehnhausen, Thomas Ormsby1 Tish compares with recent yea1·s.
There are radical ehanges, of
.Granger.
Business Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary. James T. Bezemek, course. For the fi1·st time, members of the Associated Students
!!irculation manager. Richard McDonald, mail clerk.
will cast ballots for a 25-member
Staff: Lynne Frindell, Yol:~ Gr:~di, Mike Montgomery, Kay Ambabo, Student Senate.
Chuck Noland.
This is a marked change from
previous years, when Student SenA GRADUAL HYPOCRISY
ate did not represent anyone and
when Student Council served as
AFTER NEARLY four years of college many students both the legislative and executive
branch.
become disenchan.ted with their higher education.
However, it is difficult to predict
a significant upturn in student
One of the most common gripes is "Are we actually body interest in the elections. Only
a small percentage of eligible votlearning anything?"
ers actually cast their votes; that
Students are beginning to wonder whether an education situation probably wiJI remain the
same tliis year.
.
is simply a matter of required memorization and good
Perhaps interest will increase
in years to come, when the repgrades.
resentativeness of the student
legislature
more of a
A freshman just out of high school may be often over- reality. · becomes
' ···~
As it .is now, those who run :for
awed by the prospects offered by college. But his usual view
office must pitch their campaigns
of college is one of a great impersonal machine which sits on a very low level, i.e., lots of
in judgment of his qualifications to earn and to hold the posters, stickers, noise and handshaking;; but little debate on· isworshipped college degree.
sues. Issues will occasionally
arise, but they are not put; in
THIS VIEW follows the majority of students through-· · sharp focus by head-on debate
the candidates.
out their college career. They feel they must meet the test, among
Why is this so7 There are many
to sink or swim in the cold, impersonal currents of the river reasons, but one .is that there
simply isn't any demand from the
of knowledge like a Spartan soldier demonstrating his su- stQdents
that campaigns be run
perior physical abilities. They become so intense that the on issues. They vote for personalities, not for someone who knows
attainment of their degree is approached in a mercenary . the operations of the State Board
sense and if they fail in their efforts to obtain it, they feel of Educational Finance, or the
Faculty Policy Committee, or the
marked for life as a failure.
functions of the Comptroller's office.
So students march into their classrooms the first day
In a sense, we shouldn't expect
the
politicians to rise
and begin to "psych out" their professors. Every effort abovestudent
the high school approach
they make is not orientated towards attaining that gradual when there is no demand fo:r it.
In fact, it might contribute to
enlightenment ;which the course is, ideallyl designed to de-, their defeat, as it did to Dick
a while back.
)iver. Instead, they are orientated towards wAat is import- Lanigan
Still, if the politi~iJms want to
·ant and what is emphasized by both the educational insti- be labeled as student leaders,
they should act .like them. They
tution they are attending and the society in which they shou.ld
exercise some political
courage, even during a campaign.
live . . . the test and the grades.
It will take imaginative and forthTHE APPROACH in grading of many colleges and pro- tight approaches to significant issues by the politicians for Joe
fessors in particular, must be conceded as a purely arbi- College to be shaken from his
trary one. There are several institutions that are trying to lethargy.
Before going into what some
reform their grading systems. One system being experi- of the issues are, or ought to be,
take a .look at the status of
mented with would be a simple pass or fail method. An- let's
UNM Student, circa 1966.
Joe C'ollege is generally wellother would be based on pass or fail1;1re with a pass-plus
satisfied with his existence. His
grade added for exceptional performance.
biggest worries are grades and
girls. Grades arc a sporadic worry,
If colleges don't become aware of this trend in student brought on by impending tests;
thinking and don't take proper action 'to counter-act it, a girls are consistently a headache.
He either has too many girls
college degree may become an example of hypocrisy.
that he's involved with, or he's
lost one and has turned to drink-Jim Jansson ing, or just doesn't like girls and

cause momentum of interest
doesn't build up; It takes almost
superhuman effort to carry out
a large-scale p.roject from beginning to end, and even more
effort to see that it continues.
We have seen what the student
politicians face, and why. What to
do about it? Again, there are no
simple answers. One might he
tempted to say more of the same
-that is, slow, patient steps toward the maturation of student
government.
This has worked, at least to
some extend in the past. Student
government has made considerable progress in certain areas,
such as tutoring and in effectiveness in state government affairs.
There is no denying the progress;
one can 11nly give thanks to those
who devoted the long hours necessary to help it come a'bout.
But I cannot help but think another avenue that would help is
the adoption of bolder, more imaginative programs to stir student interest in the problems the
university faces. And there are
mant! over-emphllSis on building
at the e:kpense of'the human element,'hciw to get qualified professors, what to do with the outmoded {:Tading system, and many
others.
· .'
There 'is' a 'sensible way to couple responsibility'with progressive
leadership. It is not easy, but, in
my judgment, the need for it is
imperative.

likes drinking better, or feels insecure with girls and spends all
his time studying. Th~s, ~at~er case
may help the grades ~ut. 1t plays
hell with certain other . fl'ustrations.
.
He also worries. about .money,
usually the lack of it. I;f he's a
seniQl", he~. worries abo1,1t, the future. If he's a senior or anyone
else doing poorly llcademjc~J,llY he
wo~ries about the draft.
Basically, though, Joe College is
pretty damned comfoi-table. He
h~s, as a rule, three m'eals a day,
at least some dates, friends, a
ple:~sant campus atmosphere to
lounge around. in, sunbathing
coeds to ogle, and beer.
You can imagine the vitality of
a campus if 10,000 students realized some of their common problems and were interested in doing
something about them. But this is
not the case. Instead, 10,000 students are involved in 10,000 personal problems. Few care to work·
on issues that encompass us all.
Cora Coed is in about the same
boat. This remarkable speciman '
has the security of the campus to• .
protect her from thinking (nay, reality) on the way from daddy's
shelter to hubby's protective arms.
Her worries are the other side
of the Joe College coin. She worries about boys and grades, but
not the draft, and usually not
money.
She complains a lot, though.
One 'can hear the Corns-aboutcampus talking and summon up
images of a conspiracy against
them unmatched in magnitude
Veteran Information
sine~ the witch hunts. But by
Q.-I am a veteran of World
listening closer we find they are
War
I. I am 65 and I am retiring
troubled by the chemical content
in
April
of this year. Could you
of hair spray, or their '50 monthly limitation on gasoline for their please tell.me if I am entitled to
GTO, or that five-page theme in nonservice:connl!cted benefits and
bow I go about 'filing for .such
art education.
benefits.
This time of year, she thinks a
A.-There is no benefit based
lot about the quality of her sun
on
age alone. Veterans of World
tan. If she is a senior, she thinks
about getting on the stick to find War I, World War II, or the
Korean Conflict" di-.charg•d un-J-.r
a aueker for a husband before it's
otHer than dishonorable condtttona
too iate to snare a college type.
after
90 or more days service, or
This is .an unfair picture, in
because
of a service-connected
many ways. For there are many
disability,
who are permanently
thoughtful, high-minded students
and
totally
dis~bled from reasons
on campus. This is not wrotten
not
traceable
to service and lire
for or about them, but I must
unable
to
perform
a gainful occupainfully say that it is written
pation may be entitled to- a nonabout the majority.
Which brings us back to the service-connected pension if their
central problem of student gov- income without dependents is unernment. How do you exercise .. der $1,800 or, with dependents,
leadership when there is no one to under ,3,000. See your nearest
lead ? The boldest and most in- VA office.
Q.-My husband tried to enlist
novative student leaders almost
invariably become discouraged be- in the Navy and was turned down
cause ,they operate, as it were, in because of his health. He then enlisted in the Merchant Marine. He
a vacuum.
There is little opposition to pro- died in 1939 and I would like to
grams they propose, only resound· know why I am not entitled. to a
ing silence. Their tasks do not in- pension from the Veterans Adminclude fighting for what they be- istration?
A.-Members of the Merchant
lieve, only in showing the need
Marine are not veterans. They are
for a change in the status quo.
A beneficial program begun one not eligible to the various beneyear almost invariably withers in fits in the Veterans Administrathe next year, or the next, i>e- tion program.

Communists Struggle Against Power Elite
(Editor's Note: This is the
second in a series of articles
by a group of Communist students on campus to explain
their stand on current issues.)

""

f

"His appetites have to be
whetted, tastes manipulated,
managed and made predictable.
Man is transformed into the
'consumer', the eternal suckling,
whose one wish to to have more
and 'better' things •.•• All the
Many Americans consider the
Working class a nonexistent entime he is hammered 'by
slogans, by suggestions, by
tity created by radicals. This attitude is created by the working
voices of unreality which deprive him of the last little bit
class's comparative affluence. Our
countrymen cling to the capitalof realism he may still have.
·,
ist myth because workers have
"There is little original
~"•-cars and washing machines. But thought, there is little real feel·
a ear doesn't bring in quarterly
ing, and hence only conformity
dividend profits. Rather it brings
with the rest can save the ina host of repair bills and inse- · dividual from an unbearable
curity. And the ability to sell a
loneliness. • . • He bows down
before the things he produces,
washing machine second hand
before the state, and the leaddoes not offset the wringer of
wage Jabo.r that the workers' exers of his own making• ••• His
products, . his machines, the
istence is based on. But perhaps
state have become the idols of
this gives us a clue to why there
are so many wild-cat strikes in in- women, man, and tlrese idols
represent his own life forces in
dustry, why labor leaders who
alienated form •••• Contempoplayed footsie with management
have been bounced and wage-price
rary capitalism ••• needs men
guidelines defied.
who feel free, not sUbject to any
The noted social psychologist,
authority or principle of con•
Erich Fromm, has described the
science, yet who are willing
condition of the contemporary
to be commanded, to do what is
American:

expected of them; who can be
guided without force, led with·
out leaders, prompted without
aim-except the one to make
good, to be in the move, t!) go
ahead. "Production is guided by the
principle that capital invest-:
ment must bring profit, rather
than by the principle that the
real needs of the people determine what ill to be produced.
Since everything, including
radio, television, books, medi·
cine, is subject to the profit
principle, the people are manip- ·
ulated into the kind of con•
sumption which is often poisonous for the spirit, and ~me•
times also for the body. • • •
(This) is likely to lead to • • •
a climate of fear, suspicion,
regimentation which is exactly
the climate in which freedom
and democracy cannot live."
(Let Man Prevail)
Whether we like it or not, so·
ciologist C. Wright Mills was
right. Our ' nation is controlled
by a power elite, a ruling clltss~
They are those men who con.:

trol 75 per cent of the stocks of
the nation and control the less
than 500 major corporations
grouped about and dominated by
several monopoly combinations,
who sit in the top echelons of the
government and fill its bureaucracies and make its policies. Their
financial contributions serve to
determine the quality and makeup
of both major parties, who comprise the industrial half of that
partnership . called by Dwight
David Eisenhower "the militaryindustrial complex," llll interlocked with one another in an
easily discernible and verifiable
manner. These are the men who
make the internal and external
policy decisions, and they · do so
in thefr interests, in the pursuit
of maximizing the profits that
accrue to them as a class.
And whether we like it or not,
the domination of our country,
the control of our destiny, the
hegemony of these men who colt•
stitute less than 5 per cent of
the populati()n is in the words
~t: ·' rFFifident . E:iscnhower "the
rreatest threat to our democratic

heritage."
As American Communists we
are engaged in a continuing struggle to safeguard and revitalize
that great democratic heritage,
a heritage written in the sweat ,.
and blood of the common and
working people of our country.
We believe the only meaningful
way to realize the American ideal
is the struggle to create a society
which gives it life, a society in
which the American people, having wrested power from the ruling
class, socially own and control
their economy,. as well as their
mass media, social, economic and
political institutions, collectively
planning these for their needs
rather than leaving them in the
hands of a few who despoil our
wealth and resources for their
private gain.
Only when the presl!nt system
is replaced-within the developing constitutional and democratic
processes, as we see it-by such
an alternative can our democratic
inheritance bi! freed from its fetters and thl! full greatness ol the
American people be unleashed.

!-
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Letters New Liberal
Letters 11re w<Jieome, and shpuld
be nu longer th~&n 250 words,
typewritten, <louble spaced. Name,
teJephone number and ~ddress
must be in~luded, although nnm•
will be withheld upon requ.,.t.

APPRECIATED COMMENTS

LIS.JEN'~To

Arts. Study
Is Started in New York

NEW YORK (CPS)
The
New School for Social Research
announced this week the establishment of an upper-division un.dergraduate college that will
"radically differ from undergraduate programs offered at most
'liber.al :~rts institutions.''·
Dr. John R. Everett, New
Scho_ol president, said the program is' designed to serve an increasing number of students expressing dissatisfaction with overspecialization in current Jiber:~l
arts .:ri':rograms,
Two Programs Offered
Only two degree programs will
be offered-one in the humanities
and one in the social sciences.
About half the two-year course
of study will be spent in divisional courses, which, according to

Dr. Everett, "will be wholly interdisciplinary in character and will
provide a framework within which
specialization is more meaning-

ST.EREO-PAK

!ul.''

New Likeral Arts Study
To the editor:
Each program of study will also
I read M1•. Mehlhop's recent·
include;
commentary on my letter with a
-a concentration course which
mixed feeling of delight and diswill enable students to pursue inmay. It delights me that my letter
dividual interests in depth,
has provoked an informed reply,
-tutorial studies which will
for the sole reason for my writing
provide students with intensive
was to stimulate an intelligent
faculty guidance as they • select
appr:~isal of the dramatic efforts
and carry out study projects,
of Rodey Theater. Indeed, Mr.
-a senior seminar in which
Mehlhop misinterpreted my refhumanities and social science stuerence to "literate students.'' I
dents will meet together to relate
had no intention to present mytheir studies to the "current inself as the sole representative of
tellectual, social, and political
these students; rather, my intenproblems an dissues."
tion was to provoke discussion
-a degree that will be awarded
on the basis of examinations given
among them.
at the end of the students' senior
My delight was somewhat subyear. Grades on the examinations
d!led by Mr. Mehlhop's de!!?~ipwill
be superior, satisfactory, or
tton of two types of drama crttlcs.
failing.
Since I obviously do not belong
Assignments Given
i~
the category of "newspaper !nDuring
the two-year course,
CJdental," Mr. Hehlhop may WISh
assigned
examinations
and essays
to imply that I belong in the sec- " ,
.
will
be
given
only
to
"assist
the
ond categQry, which might, be •
One
of
our
students,
here
on
student
in
knowing
his
own
proglabeled the "irresponsible al)la~eur this campus, could be the next ress," and will have no effect on
critic.'' Although I rea!lily admit National College Queen. The .an- his final grades.
to being an amateur, I do not feel nual searcli is now underway on
Earlier this year the New ·
t'Qat my reyjew .of "Tb;e Physi- UNM to select and honor the na- School announced· a master of lib1
cists" was h'iesponsible. · I might tion's most outstanding · coiiege , eral arts program in which stumake the foll9wing answers to
dents will not be required to specMr. Mehlhop's list of the five girl.
Young womert attending school ialize in any single field. The procharacteristics of this type of are eligible as candidates. The gram operates under a $300,000
critic. (1) My arrival at the the- winner will receive more than
·
·
·
d"
.
•Ford Foundation Fund.
ater can hardly be considered to $ 5,000 1n
prtzes, me1u 1n!! a tr1p · . The master of liberal arts prohave been obnoxiously conspicu- to E~rope and an ~utomobde.
_, gram will begin this fall and the
ous. (2) I did not derogate the
Th1s ~agea~t ts the . ~nnual , , degree will be awarded on the
production prior to seeing it. In event whtch gJV~s recogn1~on ~ basis of ocmprehensive examinafact, I anticipated the evening students for their scholast1c abd- tion
with a great deal of pleasure. (3) ity. It is not a beauty contest in
==========~
As noted in my review, I enjoyed the true sense of the word. Judgthe play despite the production ing is based on academic accomand even to a certain extent, be- plishment as well as attractiveSpecial Announcement
cause of the production. (4) I did ness, charm and personality. The
10% discount on
not leave after the first act. (5) If aim is to find a typical American
presentation
of 1.0.
I did not say so previously, I will college girl.
brond
Includes
all
now state openly that there is
The LOBO has decided to judge
name
merchandise.
a great deal about the theater the contestants by having them
which I do not understand.
answer questions on varied topics
My dismay increnst>d when Mr. wh\•ih they will then read the
Mehlhop.' accused me o£ attribu- questions and answer them spontaneously. On the basis o:£ their
ting insanity to Mr. Ormsby. Although my letter was eursed"with answers the girls wi11 be judged
a pox of typographical errors by a four member panel consistwhich .nearly reached epidemic ing of two faculty members and
proportions, the word "inanity" two LOBO staff members.
was not one of those errors. I am
extremely sorry that Mr. Mehlhop
Presenting
seriously assumed that I would
stoop to the crudity of charging
Mr. Ormsby with insanity.
Despite these unfortunate un(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")
kindnesses, I appreciated Mr.
Mehlhop's comments for the reason noted at the beginning of my
letter. My only regret is that Mr.
Mehlhop payed so much attention
to the ,shortcomings of critics and
so little attention to the production of the play, which he is far
core competent to analyze than
I am.
Sincerely,
Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
L]ewe11~n Thompson
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
(EDITOR'S NOTE: With this
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
letter we believe the subject to
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
have been adequately discussed
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, qlean things,
and due to a shortage of space
what about the taste of Sprite1 It's good. It's
we will not accept any more
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
letters.)
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in tact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

KNMD

NOr AmUARD Wl1H MUNIZ TV

AUTO
STEREO.

.AS LOW AS

59 • 95

Enjoy fr!Je Stereo music right in your car with a
Muntz Stereo-Pak! Over 3,000 prerecorded tape
albums to choose from. One hour installation.
Phone 265-4521 for appointment.

0utstond.1ng r·lJifI
IsBetng
• sought

I

•
I
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NO MONEY DOWN!

·l

STEREO CITY
480 I MENAUL N.E.
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Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque • • .
402 Central Ave., Downlawn
124 Coronado Center

r:==·

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"

Roar, soft drink, roarl
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar1 sort drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of anY drink.
That we would rather sit with!
or (if we reel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Sort drink! Roar!
ea~~~~~~~~h, SPRITE!

Learn Europa from behind the counter.

25000 JOBS

IN

EUROPE

Luxembourg-Each student
applicant t·cceives a $250 traVel grant and a paying job
In Huropc such as office, factot·y, sales, resort, farm wo_rk,
etc. Send $2 (for handhng
n.nd airmail) to Dept. 0, American Student Information
Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
for a 36-pagc booklet giving
all jobs, details and travel
grant application forms.

SPRITE. SO. TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T

KEEP l:T OYIET.

The

ENGAGE-ABLES
go for

Kee:£;!s.a.k:e•
And, for good reasons ••. like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond •.• guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured} • . . a .lirill iant gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
yout ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewe1ers. u
,.,..

••1•" •••• · ,.................... u
.....

____...._______ _____________ ___,
IMOW ar.tut'l or arn•L· • twill·•••• wll.
A1 ~· fOIID COMPAJIY1 INC•t IITAnlltiiD Jill

fHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 1
I PfeQse send new 20-page booklet. "How To Plan Your Engagement
I and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25e.
I Also, send special offer of b8Qutiful 44-page Bride's Book.
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fees when they stnrt graduate
WOl"k.
LISTEN·
The initial p1·ogram is expected
to cost $3.2 million with the Ford
To KNMD
Foundation supplying $2.2 million
and Cornell, the rest.
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SWEET AND HOT
By Pete Kendall
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Ferdinand Joseph LaMenthe,
bettel" :known by musicians and in
jazl'< cil"cles as Jelly Roll Morton,
was bol"n in New Orleans, La., in
1885. He managed to live long
ellPugh (1941) to establish himself as one of the most influential
"hot musicians" of all time.
·As · a composer he had few
equals, and many of his musical
successes have lived as great jaz2;
standards to this very day, Included in that list would be 'IKing
Porter Stomp," "Milneburg Joys,"
"Original Jelly Roll Blues," and
!'Wolvel"ine Blues." Only Jelly's
ability as a braggart surpassed
his genius as a musician, for his
business cards in tho:;;e days
usually read something like "01"riginator of Jal'<l'<·Stomp-Swing,"
ol" "World's Greatest Hot Tune
Mr. Jelly Roll
Writel"."
One pel"iod in his recorning a bad avel"age nowadays fol" a
yeal"s, however, must be given ja2<2< anthology.
close scrutiny, as it represents
With the deletion from the
his best moments on wax and the catalog of Rivel"side Recol"ds'
most pl"osperous yeal"s of his life. great Classic Jazz "12,000" Sel"ies,
The time encompassed by the this particular Mol"ton collection
yeal"S 1926-1928, when Victol" was becomes the most enlightening
billing Jelly's gl"oup, The Red Hot and entel"taining on the mal"ket.
Peppel"s, as its "No. 1 Hot Band," In time, it can only be hoped that
has been made available through another company will see fit to
the RCA Victol" re-issue series as open its storage vaults to more
the King of New Orleans Ja2;2;.
of the Mol"ton recordings.
This is possibly the most tightly
But until that time comes, New
knit collection of New Orleans Orleans ' 1buffs" will be forced to
musicians ever to congregate at satisfy themselves with this someone recording session with Geol"ge what limited collection· of Mister
Mitchell on cornet, Orner Simeon, Jelly Roll.
clarinet, Kid Ocy, tl"ombone, and
the fine pulsating rhythm section
of Johnny St. CYl", John Lindsay,
Andrew Hillaire and Morton himself on piano.
This LP includes some masterful renditions of "Biac:k Bottom
A six weeks work and study
Stomp," "The Chant,'' "Doctor project in Chicago's west side
Jazz," "Original Jelly Roll Blues," ghetto for univel"sity students
and "Granpa's Spells!' The only from throughout the country below point of the album stems, un- gins June 26 at The Ecumenical
fortunately, from Victor's decision Institute, a center for experito include the inferior take of mental programs in education and
Morton's famous "Dead Man community yeformulation.
Applications are being accepted
Blues.'' But 16 out o£ 16 is not
now :for fifty students to Jive on
the Institute campus from June
26 thl"ough Aug. 7. The study curriculum for this period centers on
the cultul"al and theological revo"Opel"ation Brw~h-Up," a 68- lutions of the twentieth century.
hour refreshel" course for inac- In addition to physical labor, the
tive nurses, will start Monday in major wol"k emphasis will be in
Mitchell Hall, Room 108, at 1:30 pioneering structul"es for altering
p.m.
the self-images and socio-political
Mrs. A. B. Vanderhor, a lOcal situation of all agits of the denurse and co-ordinator of the prived residents of Chicago's
course, has announced that the west side. Participants will be exregistl"ation will be limited to 25 posed to many features of cultural
persons. Sixty hours of the course life in metl"opolitan Chicago, also.
will be spent in clinical practice
Room and board for the six
and only eight houri in formal weeks is free. Tuition is $100
lecture.
with scholarships available. ApDr. M. B. McMichael of UNM plications and information may be
extension division said that the obtained by writing Director of
course is being sponsored by the Summer '66. Ecumenical" Institute,
University with the full coopera- 3444 Congress Parkway, Chicago,
tion of the Albuquerque hospitals. Ill. 60624.

Workers Accepted
for Chicago Project

Refresher Course
Given to Nurses

Maryl_ond Schools
Reiect Computer

Pass-Foil Grading System
Is Adopted By Princeton U

CLINICAL PHARMACY
PH. 255-1647

5002 GIBSON BLVD. S.E.

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M, STUDENTS.

ROCKVILLE, Md. (CPS) Educators and students who
think that the computer is the
greatest threat to quality education have found allies in the faculty and student body at Mont·
gomery Junior Colleg-e· in Rockville, Md.
The student body, 30!) st1•ong,
has unanimously askQd the
school's administration to dJ~op its
plans to automate registration :fo1·
the coming summer and fall
terms. The student move was similal' to a request made by the
school's chapter of the American
Association of University Pl"ofessors earlier in the semester.
The student resolution, which
was prepa1·ed by the officers of the
student senate, went on record
against computer in general, at
least as fal" as education is concerned, and compute1•ized regis·
tration in particulal". The l"esolution said using comput.el" would
make the education aMtqe college
"impel"sonal."
One student said, "Most of us
came to MJC because we wanted
to go to a small community college so we wouldn't just be a
number. If they start adding eomputel" here, then we'll just be a
number hel"e too."

PRESCRIPTIONS -

SICK ROOM SUPPLIES -

ReNTAL AND SALE OF

CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS.

CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE

.'

FRIE.NDS OR FOES?

•

Member of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

•

Minister of t~e Church of Christ

•

lecturer in Christian Apologetics, Aylesbury, England,
summer of 1964 and 1965,

•

Author of A Christian View of
a Technical Age; Christian
Evidences.

VIRGIL R. TROUT

Mr. Trout will lecture in the Union Ballroom on April 4 and 5 at

8:00P.M.

'·
'

'

MONDAY, APRil 4

e

Christianity, Science and Philosophy:
Contemporary Dialogue.

TUESDAY, APRIL 5

COVERED WAGON

e

SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWELRY

Christianity and Science-Some Special
Problems of Our Time.

OLD TOWN

25 YAMAHAS FREE

{

this time ... when you buy
your PURtST® by

l

PRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) Nearly three-quarters of Princeton Un~vm:sity's unde1•graduates
have elected to use the school's
new pass-fail option-a system tmder which they take one course
fo1• which they are not graded but
receive a "pass" or "fail."
The Princeton :faculty said that
in establishing the option they
hoped to broaden the range of
course choices fOl' undel'gl·aduates.
1\!Iore than 200 courses, ranging
f1·om modern European painting
to digital computer theory, are
being taken on an ungraded basis
by 2,300 students.
A bl"eakdown by classes . l'evealed that 78 per cent of the
seniors, 77 pe1• cent of the juniors,
and 79 pel" cent of the sophomOl"es
elected to use the option while 65
per cent of the fl"eshmen participated in the pl"Ogl•am.
Art And Archeology Popular
Four o:f the fiV:!:_ F\l!Hi~~ ..'l.eJected
most frequently are m the a1·ts
and literature, the survey shows.
The art and archeology: {jepartment, one of the smallest at
'Princeton with only 12 departmental majors this year, currently has more students taking
courses with the pass-fail option
than any other.
A student may ta:ke any course
on a pass-fail basis except one in
his majo1• department.
The Princeton experiment is
one of a number now underway.
No Grades for Freshmen
The California Institute . of
Technology faculty voted last fall
to drop grades in freshman
courses to rria,l\e the t1•ansition between high school and college
smoother. Freshman level courses
a1·e now evaluated on a pass-fail
basis.
A simila1· pass-fail system fol"
fh·st and second year students is

noun.ced the study of the ::;ystem. Comell
Unive1•sity's
six-yeat•
Dean Palmer felt gmdes would Ph.D. program have been narhave. to be continued in upper rowed from 360 to 160.
division work since they have beStudents in the program l'eceive
come a standard for admission to a bachelors degree in thl"ee years
grad)late and pl"ofessional schools. and a masters in four.
However, only upperclassmen at
Stephen M. Panish, director of
Ca1•Jetoll College in Northfield, the program, said the. remaining
Minn.,: are given the pass-fail op- 160 have exceptional grades and
tion.
the final 40 will be selected on
the basis of their "sparkle."
No Attendance--No Grades
Financial Aid Available
At Goddard College in Vermont,
Members of the prog1•am will
. no specific courses are required,
class attendance is not checked receive financial aid based on need
and no grades are given.
while undel"graduates and a $3,000
fellowship
plus free tuition and
School officials say their plan
allows every student to work at
Huge discounts with
his own speed without wonying
about keeping up with the rest of
the International
the class.
Student ID Card.
A similar experiment is being
tried at San Jose State College
Student ships for
in California, where the student
can study without required
lively, informative
courses, tests or grades.
crossings.
Six Year Ph.D. Program
The ID card will save you 60% on air
Applicants fol" 40 openings in
travel in Europe and Israel. Same huge-

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, N•w Mexico
Phone 242-0096

Yaur Texaco Star Dealer

NEEDING NOMINAL FINANCIAL HELP TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION
THIS ACADEMIG YEAR ~ AND THEN COMMENCE WORK - COSIGNERS
REQUIRED. SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND
REQUIREMENTS TO
.
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.

Bldg., 51, Paull, Minn.

A

UNDERGRADS, CliP AND SAVE

She would like a purse
for Easter

open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
open Sunday too

ph. 247-4402

savings on hotel!, admissions, rneals,
trains. A must for traveler~t.
Student ships oft'er language eJasses,
art lectures, International discussion .
forums and all the fun of a low-cost
student crossing to Europe.
Can you alford not to write for details?
Write: Dept. CO, u.s. National Stu·
dent Association, 265 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016

being designed at Washington

Univet·sity in .St. Louis.
Grades J.imit Education
"Intense concentration on making grades is a dispiriting factor
that limits the student's chance to
get an education," explained Dean
Robert R. Palmel" when he an-

?
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THE GENTLEMAN'S SHIRT

you may win an Omaha

\

TRAILMASTER
BY YAMAHA

if she doesn't give it to you •••

-get it yourself!

JADE EA

Simply print your name and
address on the back of the hang
tag (or reasonable facsimile)
found on every Purist® button·
down by Sero. Mai! the com·
pleted hang tag to Yamaha, P.O.
Box 1447, New Haven, Conn.
The 25 winners of a Yamaha
Omaha Trallmaster will be
selected on June 21, 1966,

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen yo!Jr wits
with NoDoz™
NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
alugglshness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitalitv... helps
quicken physical reactions, You be•
come more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Vet
NoDoz Is as safe as coffee. Anytime
, •• when you can't afford to ba dull,
aharpen yout wits with NoD oz.
SAFE AS COFFEE

This offer not valid wherever It
Is prohibited by fedctal, state
or local laws.

Cologno, 6 o%., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
buddha Cologne Gift l>ackaeo, J.2 o:t.,
Sptay Cologne, $3.50
Stlddha Soap Girt Set, $4.00

· Cologne, 4 O%,, $3.00

After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50

v.s

There's a change in curriculum. Toronado's in! Front wheel drive with 385·horse Rocket
takes
boredom out of the course! No more cramming~ with flat floors, six passengers are a snap!
Tol"onado styling takes honors over anything else on the road! (No wondel" Motol" Trend Magazine
named it Car of the Year!) Just sample the style and action o£ any of the Toronado·inspired Rocket
Action Oldsmobiles. You'll want to majol" in Olds ownel"ship! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

JiiP OlJI' FRONJ'
... i1t a Rocli.etActiOJt end

$8.!5~ ..••-:c;;::¥'--1c-

TOAONADO • NINtTY•tiCHt • Ott.fA il • DYNAMIC 88' U:TSTAR 1!18 • CUJLASS • F·8S • VIST~·CI'tliiSI':tf • $'tARf'IRE • 4•4·2

OLDSMOBILEav@ID
"DR£AT tiME TCJ GO WHtliE: THE ~CTIO~ IS. • ~SEE VOtlft LOCAL AUTHO!trzE:o OLDSMai!I!L£ qUALITY DEALU tODAY I

·'

-

SW:\NK, tf£W VOAK ... ltOL£ OIITAIBUTOft
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Re-write the books!
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NEW MEXICO J,OBO

Monday, Apri14, 1966

Lobo Tr.acksters Swamp CU, 108-37

The ''100 point kids" scored
another track victory Saturday,
swamping the visiting Colorado
Buffaloes, 108-il7.
The powerful New Mexico
track and field team is making it
a habit not to just beat opposing
teams, but to completely mesmerize them. Saturday a:l;ternoon
at Uni·versity Stadium was no
exception as UNM took 14 of 17
possible first places.
The meet was hi-lighted by a
sensational quartermile run by
freshman Clark Mitchell. His
:46.7 timing against a 24 mph
wind Ken
was almost
good as
teammate
Head's as
clocking
against
Arizona. Head was caught in
:46.6. Both times are tops in the
nation this season.
Lobos Sweep Three
The Lobos took all three places
in the high hurdles, the triple
jump and the 220-yard dash.
Hurdler Fred Knight was a
double winner in both of his specialities, the 440-yd. intermediates and the high's. He was timed

at :54,1 in the intermediates and
:14.6 in the high hurdles.
Clarence Robinson was ~nother
double winner in both of his
specialities, th.e long and triple
jumps. He took the long jump.
with a leap of 24-0 &nd beat out
teammate, At·t Baxter, in the
triple 49-1% to 49-1 for Baxte1·.
Relays Split
The Buffs and the Lobos split
the relay events with Colorado
taking the 440 and UNM th!l mile.
UNM was disqualified in the onelapper for exchanging the baton
too far out of the prescribed zone.
cuIn tied
:41.6.
the the
milemeet
relaymark
NewofMexico
had a good time of 3.14.0.
In the 880-yd. relay, which was
only an exhibition, the team of
Art Carter, Hiram Carroll, Rene
Matison ,and Bernie Rivers, ran
against the clock and received a
1:24.4 mark.
Lobo sprinters didn't burn up
the cinders like they have been
doing in past meets, but this was
due mostly to adverse wind condi-

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR PAUL COUEY

Lobo Linksmen Take Third Place
In Intercollegiate Golf Tournament

New Mexico took third place
in the All-America Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament, played in Houston, Texas.
The tournament was won by the
University of Houston with 139~
points. Oklahoma State was second with 75, and UNM third with

60~.

3 Have 293 Scores

UNM's Terry Dear tied for 5th
place in the meet with Mike Mitchell of Houston and John Barlow
of Lamar Tech. AU three had 293
scores.
Other New Mexico player scores
were Ralph Coker with 298; Dennis Elkins, 299; .and Mike Goodart
with 304.
Colorado Downs UNM
In Albuquerque, the University

of Colorado golf team downed the
:weakenea Lobos, 20-7. Hal Irwin
took top honors with a 71.
UNM's Mahlon Moe was second
with 77 and UNM's Jerry Mindell
and CU's Chris Scena tied for
third with scores of 78 each.

tion;:;. Seve Caminiti took the 100
in :09.0, He was hampered by a
17mph ·wind, though. F~·eshman
Ken Head took the 220 m . :21.5.
Colorado took tirst places m the
di~cus and the ~ole ':ault. Ba~·ry
Kmg took the diSc With a tht.ow
of 164-4% and meet £avor1te,
C~uck Rogers, took the pole vault
with a leap of 15-4%.
NewMexico'sdistal}cemenwere

'

also succes:sful in the mile John
B:-ker bette1·~d the ~eet t·=~~r~
With a 4:18,6. Twog~~~e~, ~
S_cott, sped t.o a · · m
e
e1ght-lapper.
. .
.
~ext w~ekend t~e .. Lobos. go.
agamst Abilene Christian,. Dtake,
and Rice in a quadrangular meet
at Abilene Tex.
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SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
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ELECTRIC SHAVEil :sEilVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
200 THIRD NW

247-8219

89 Winrock Center

B·lonked by' 'ASU

··
'fiction and Nonlict!oo
Children's Books
Paperbacks
Bargains

2

98 1828
-

•

Exhibition of Wood Engravings
The New Mexico baseball team
unsuccessfully opened the Western Athletic Conference baseball
race with three losses to defending NCAA champion Arizona
State.
New Mexico lost a single game
on Friday, 7-2, and two games
qn Saturday, 6-4 and 7-6. All
games were played in Tempe.
Losing New Mexico pitchers included Jim Kalk in the ¥rst game; .
on Friday and Bill Posen and Bob
McAulay on Saturday. , ,.
The Lobos committed fou1· errors in the last game, contributing greatly to their loss.
·

by

Winslow Homer

March 16
April9

SPECIAL EASTER RATESI
c·ustomized to Your Plans
"

Scholarships Given
At UO to Teachers

'

s

VAN HEUSEN ~'417"
IN PERMANENT PRESS-

EVERYONE'S TALKIN~ ABOUT IT,

BUT WE HAVE IT!
Snap to it, man- in a new
Vanopress permanently
pressed "41T' Snap-'J'ab
by Van Heusen! You'll
definitely be noticed. No
one could miss the
authentic styling of Van
Heusen "417" or the
always neat look of
Vanopress. Pressed the
day it was made, it will
never need pressing
again. Treat yourself to
one of these exciting
shirts today. $7.00

VAN I-IEUSEN"

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to 'ONM students on all machines.
Free pickup & deliverY. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone

•

"1"'·---·

own Work.

'Ill'IIIIi""""·· • ·

•

/

Motioq, by Mohon
Is Denied in Court

7 Americans Die

•

rn

Asia

f

PERSONALS
FLYING students check our new lower
rntes. Ask about the $5.00 introductoey
ofl'ct•. Many additional tcatu...,. nt no
extra c!"'t· Cali Southwestern Skvwnyg,
FIRS'l' ANNIVERSARY SALE
GRESHAM'S HOUSE Ol<' HALLMARK,
3501 Lomas NE. HALLMARK Christmn.
Greeting Cards, Religious & Dox Cards,
Gift Wrap & numerous other Items. Friday April 1st & Sat. Aprll 2nd only.
3/30, 31, 4/1.

•
® SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
TH£ NATIONAL BREWING CO., BAtT., MD.

1
·

Placement Bureau
Changes Its Name

·VAN .. HEUSEN"

. . '1117"

'.
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OICE

Anti - NSA Booklets
Reportedly Pilfered

PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending, Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to University), phone 242-7533.

A completely
unique experience!

.

Four more UNM students have
announced their candidacy for
student senator, They are Jack
Dillon, Mary Jo Rymer, Lois Mayland and Steve van Dresser. .
Dmon, Rhimer and May are
running as an independe~t groul?
after failing to get the nonrlnation for senator from the Voice of
the Student.s: Party. In a written
statement submitted to the LOBD
he group said, "We could more
democratically represent the stu. dents as independent candidates."
The statement also said that
BOB NEUTZLING
they felt the Pl'esent student gov·
ernment was in the hands of too
few a number of people and .that
it had not been effectively distrib·
uted among the great number of
interested and qualified students.
Steve Van Dresser, when asked
for his statement said that the
new student govemment offered
for
the first time, a chance for all
A motion to postpone this eve- the students
ning's preliminary hearing for an represented. of UNM to be equally
injunction against the Voice of
"I feel that a vast majority of
Students Party was rejected yesthe
student body has never been
terday by a special meeting of represented,"
said Van Dresser,
Student Court.
"I think that those students who
Not Enough Time
are not Greek or belong to Voice
Bill Mahon, Voice Chairman, should be represented."
ling attributed his attitude mainly
tG the f&ct that a :tun gr~nt-in _ made t.he_ motion to paetpone tb.,
Van Dr-~; i.• a •ophomore,
aid was not given to him for the jnjunction hearing and argued who i$ returning to UNM after
......
first semester of the 1965-66 that he hadn't had sufficient time six and one-half years in the
A GROVE OF TREES WAS planted reeentJy in front of the
to prepare his case in defense of armed forces. He is married and is
school year.
Journa1ism Building at UNM to honor the late Will Harrison, a
the
injunction.
a member of the City Residents
Made Verbal Agreement
noted
New Mexico columnist. Mrs. Evelyn Harrison, right, an~.
The injunction is being sought Council and is the senator from
Neutzling stated that a verbal
Mrs.
William
Young, center, the widow and daughter of Harrison,
agreement had been made with by Peter Rinn and James Jans- the Student Veterans Association.
were presented with copies of a plaque which will be placed on the
Lois Mayland is a junior, and
Hackett upon Neutzlin's arrival at son to prevent the Voice of Stubuilding.
Keen Rafferty, chairman of the dpartment, left, prea
member
of
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
UNM and that he was supposed to dents Party from running the
sented
the
plaques. Funds for the project were raised through a
sorority.
She
has
been
an
election
12
candidates
picked
by
the
Voice
receive the grant•.
set up in his honor.
memorial
fund
Union
committee,
official,
on
the
Executive
Committee
as
the
offi.
At the end of his first semester
party
slate.
cial
and
has
been
an
active
in
Voice.
Neutzling was told that he would
Miss Mayland, when questioned
have to pay his tuition.
Mahon stated that he had eloped
last night said that she was disover
Easter
vacation
and
asked
N(l Mention Made
appointed about the Voice merger
, • Neutzling also said that no men- the Court to postpon~ the hearing with the Students for Better Govuntil Thursday. He said it wasn't
... l: tion was made of his receiving
fair
to penalize the candidates or ernment. "I feel that I am as
.··:. financial air for off-campus housqualified as some of the students
ing aftr his recent marriage. This the party membera because he who were nominated by Voice,"
·· -~ would have been a transfer of the hadn't time to prepare the case she said.
:.~ aid he was receiving for men's for the defense.
Mary Jo Rhimer, is also a mem':'!{ dormitory.
A large number of booklets at- time of the shipment's arrival had
Time Essential
ber
of
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
soror~,-;.
Neutzling voiced a hope of retacking
the National Students AsPlaintiff James Jansson argued
solving his differences with coach against the postponement and de- ity. She is a sophomore, and has sociation were reported stolen certain "misgivings." One sug.
. .. . Hackett. If this wasn't possible clared that Mahon was confusing been on Homecoming and Greek Monday, March 28, from the gested "getting rid of them." One
Week committees, and had had Union. The booklets were the youthful leftists "suggested that
,·•, he said that he would like to comwith
legal
rea.
personal
reasons
been active in Voice. She said that property of Young Americans for
::'
pete
for
a
track
club.
.,
we burn them," said a YAF
the
party system of UNM would Freedom.
sor.s
and
stated
that
Mahon
,,
Coach Hackett said that these
spokesman. "Apparently he vm!!
.) situations were not related and should have had someone else pre- have to be changed with the new
The booklets, which had been
fonn
of
government.
fJ that he could not see any prob- pare the case for him if he knew
delivered to the Union the same not kidding," the spokesman said.
"I
am
running
as
an
inde' !ems with the team as a whole.
afternoon, disappeared a few
he wouldn't have the time.
(Continued on page 2)
hours later. UNM police were
called to the scene Tuesday morning and made an investigation,
though no conclusions could be
drawn about the identity of the
thief or thieves.
By United Press International
A YAF spokesman said that
of its second day with settlement
SAIGON - Seven Americans insight. A few thousand members speech at Boston Northeastern "there were about 1,500 of the
University yesterday.
have been killed in a Viet Cong
booklets, their value was approxiIn a special meeting tomorrow
the United Mine Workers
~ attack. Another 14 Americans and of
mately $60." Plans had been made
obeyed union orders to work toPublications
Board will discuss
X-B-70 LOGS LONGEST
14 Vietnamese were wounded in day, but some 50,000 others re·
to distribute them this week, ex·
the progress of this year's edition
FLIGHT
snealt attack. The Reds also maincd away from the pits.
pla1ned the spokesman.
.t the
EDWARDS AFB, Calif.- Offidamaged or destroyed 28 aircraft.
The booklet, entitled "the NSA of the Mirage.
cials at Edwards AFB, Calif., have Myth," blasted the so-called NaThe attacking guerrillas USI!d
Business Supervisor of Student
VOTING REGISTRARS TO
1·eported the X-B-70, forerunner of tional Students Association as
mortars and recoilless rifles,
Publications
Dick French told the
1\USSISSIPPI
supersonic transport planes, to- "leftist" and made comments on
catching the base while most of
WASHINGTON - The Justice day Jogged its longest flight, 21 various NSA positions, including LOBO last night that about 150
its personnel were sleeping. .An
American spokesman said most Deparament has ordered federal ntiles high-at about 2,000 miles anti-HCUA, anti-Nuclear Testing pages of the Mirage have not been
of the casualties were suffered voting registrars into five Mis- per hour.
and an alleged pro-union stance.
completed. The deadline for 'M1L
~-------as U.S. soldiers slept in a "tent sissippi counties. Attorney GenTim Hunter, a former president 1•age copy in this year's 384,page
city."
eral Katzenbach said the action
of the local chapter of YAF said,
I
was taken because the counties
"We have learned to expect this publication is April 15.
French
said
that
the
"status"
of
continued to use a literacy reU.S. PLANE SHOT DOWN
sort of thing from the political
left. The expense involved was the Mirage would be discussed and
WASHINGTON -Red China quirement for registration - outThe UNM Placement Bureau very great for our small group.
claims its fighter jets shot down lawed by the 1965 voting rights
has changed its name to the Place- I'm sure those who did this knew that editor Tom Ormsby would be
a U.S. bomber over Chinese ter- act.
ment Center, H. M. Campbell, di- the situation. Toleration and talk asked to report on his plans for
ritory where it allegedly was enrector, said. The change: was made
completion of the yearbook.
gaged in "military provocation."
GAVIN CALLS FOR
about the right of free speech
to
better
characterize
the
center's
LOBO Editor Jim Jansson will
The Pentagon later announced
ltECOG:NITION
to the left are relative terms. This
ever-broadening role.
that a tanker plane of a bomberask Publications Board to allocate
BOSTON- Lieutenant General
The Center was established in so1•t of thing is their normal
type was missing on a flight from James
Gavin has called for recog- 1947 to help students find jobs modus operandi and we should not funds to enable two staff members
the Philippines to an aircraft car- nition of Red China, increased
after completion of their studies. be too surprised at the ways in to attend the annual convention
rier in Vietnanmst waters.
trade with and the sharing ol'
The Center helps students to
of the Rocky Mountain Collegiate
U.S. scientific and technic.11l ad- enter their specinlized caree1• which they express dissatisfaction
STRIKE ENDING
Press Association, The convention
vances with new nations. Gavin,
PITTSBURGH-The coni min- a World Wnt• II paratrooper com· fields and to find part time and wit hthe right."
is set for April 28-30, at North"
Other YAF members said that ern
ers' strike is coming to the end mander, made his remarks in a summer jobs to enable them to
AriMna University in Flagcomplete their studies.
"ultra-leftists'' in the Union at the staff, Arizona.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jine ad.. 65c-4 times, $2.00.. Insertions
must be aubmitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-1102.
FOR SALE
REAL sharp Motorcycle, 1965 Ducati Falcon 80ce. Buddy seat. Jeatber saddle bags,
1400 miles. New cost $325. Sacrifice for
$195. Phone 256-2198 or 296-2778. 3/31,
4/1.

LOST & li'OUND
MINX-dyed muskrat siDle lost at Enlli•
neer'$ Ball. May have be<>n pick..! up by
mistake as bimila~ stole Willi left behihd.
Please call Sylvia Taylor, 2~3·4954 after
1 :00 p.m. 3/30, 31, 4/1, 4.
HELP WANTED
NEWS photographer wanted lor New
Mexico x.ono. Monthly salaey PIW! $2.00
per photo Used, Must be able to clevelop

'

By CHUCK LANIER
LOBO Staff Writer .
Coaching assistant Wayne Vandenburg and pole vaulter Bob
Neutzling have been dismissed
from the Lobo traCk team during
the Easter vacation.
Mr. Vandenbur_g was dismissed
Monday because of what Coach
Hugh Hackett called ", •. a conflict of personalities, ~1]4 a difference of opinion on ~'(ij~· I w~~
done in coaching <_>f'tb~~team.r ·
Has No .Ammo·lt~es · .
'vandenburg agreed !ttl at his dismiss&! stemmed fro!'hi ~ clash of
personalities. "I don't:: have any
il!limosities toward Obach Hacke.tt," he said.
Vandenburg, who started helpi'Bg Hackett during his senior year
U; UNM and continued as a graduate assiatant, has been responatble for the recruiting of many
of. the Lobos' top cindermen.
Has Cleared 15-6
Neutzling, who has cleared 15-6
..,.
while with the Lobos and cleared
· · -lr6 feet in. winning tij(i Big Ten
.,....bJdoor ChampionshiPf ''was dis·'· missed from the team last Thursday due to what Hackett called
·
poor attitude.
,.
In a letter made public, Neutz-
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Hockett · · ~~ ·l~eo/s Three Candidates
··~If
form Coalition to
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Were the m1ssmg YAF booklets
really a myth?
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Several federal schol;lrships are
available at the U~iversity of
Oklahoma Medical Center for
qualified persons interested in specializing as teachers of deaf children.
Each scholarship grant is for
one year of study and provides
Netmen Take Ninth
full tuition plus a $200 per month
New Mexico's tennis team took stipend. Applications are now beits ninth match of the year ing received for scholarships for
against two defeats by downing the academic year beginning next
the Wyoming Cowboys on Friday, September. To be eligible for a
8-1, and blanking Colorado Col- scholarship, the applicnnt must be
a U.S. citizen, have no other fedlege, 9-0 on Saturday.
eral educational benefit, have a
minimum 2.8 undergraduate grade
Scholarship Is Given point
average, and be accepted by
Scholarship recipient Joseph the University of Oklahoma GradR. Lenhoff, was awarded a schol- uate College for enrollment at a
. arship for graduate training in fuJI-time graduate student.
engineering space physics by the
Inquiries should be addressed to
Air Force. Lenhoff is a senior at Dr. Keys, chairman, Department
UNM majoring in physics and of Communication Disorders, Unicompleting training in the Air versity of Oklahoma Medica] CenForce ROTC•. Lenhoff, who has a ter, 825 N.E. 14th, Oklahoma City.
grade point average of 3.0, is a
distinguished cadet and has been
offered a regular commission in
Schultz to Lecture
the Air Force.
"State-Space Techniques" is the
topic Dr. Donald Schultz, Univer- .
sity of Arizona faculty member
at Tucson, will discuss Monday,
April 4, at UNM. He wiU address
an electrical engineering colloquium at 3:30 p.m. in Room 201,
E. E. Building. It is open to the
public.

A professor of
classical Greek
Kept searching for
objects unique•.
They caused him to snicker
Except Colt Malt LiquorSo he sat down and
drank his critique!
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Yearbook Behind,
Will Be Discussed
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